Abstract-This paper considers biometric face verification using elastic graph matching, fulfilling the requirements for mobile devices regarding performance, low complexity, and low-power consumption. Two feature extraction techniques are compared. A modified technique based on normalized mathematical morphological features is introduced, that results in performances comparable to ones achieved with Gabor features, however with a substantially lower computational complexity.
I. INTRODUCTION
IOMETRIC face verification increases the mobile device B access security by verifying physiological user characteristics, compared to classical security techniques that rely either on an object the user possesses, such as a key, or on information which is in the user's know, for instance a password, or a personal identification number (PIN). Altematively, for a given security level, face-based access control can provide more intuitive and user-friendly user interfaces than traditional password-based systems.
Performing face verification on a mobile device however represents a difficult challenge due to the unconstrained image acquisition conditions (viewpoint, illumination) , and because of the power consumption limitations. Consequently, robust yet power efficient algorithms and architectures need to be devised.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. The next section motivates the use of biometric identity verification on mobile devices, and lists the most common categories of algorithms readily proposed. An efficient algorithm is then selected in Section 111, and two associated feature extraction techniques characterized by considerable differences regarding computational complexity are discussed in Section IV. The achieved performances arc then compared in Section V, the conclusions being finally drawn in Section VI.
BIOMETRICS FOR MOBILE DEVlCES
Convergence of personal digital assistants (PDAs) and of mobile phones can definitely be observed, the latter comprising increasingly more features of the former. The evolution naturally tends towards multifunctional communicators incorporating various kinds of smart capabilities, such as wireless internet, imageivideo camera, GPS, organizer, etc., additionally to wireless telephone. A consequence thereof is that an increased number of private and potentially sensitive data get stored on such a device and/or are transferred to remote locations, which clearly asks for improved security means. User data security and privacy will be achieved in third generation mobile phones by encrypting all communications during their transmission. Similarly, the subscriber account is protected by codes that are exchanged between the phone and the network. However, none of these methods protects the access to the terminal as such.
According to a survey performed by Clark [ I ] on user attitudes towards mobile phone security, around 80% of the current mobile phone users consider that enhancing the security level would be good to very good. bloreover, lack of convenience and low confidence in PIN codes are the most frequently mentioned explanations of why subscribers are not using them. Not surprisingly, the first biometric technology that those users would be willing to employ is fingelprint (74% of positive responses). This can be explained by the fact that the vast majority of users already had some experience with this technology, whereas it is generally not the case with face verification. However, the'availability of a digital image sensor in new mobile phone generations renders the implementation of face verification cost-effective, since no additional dedicated sensor is required. Finally, the reluctance of users to disclose their biometric templates for every day's applications can be tempered by the fact that the templates are stored locally, and not transmitted to -or stored on -a remote server. This last point however involves that the matching of a test image against a reference template occurs on the device itself. Since the image acquisition is carried out with the user holding the mobile device comprising the camera, both the viewpoint and the lighting environment are unconstrained. The algorithm must therefore compensate for scale variations, rotations, and homotheties. Furthermore the features extracted from the image should be illuminant invariant.
FACE VERIFICATION ALGORITHMS
Similarly to the holistic nature of face recognition as perfoned by the brain -where the face image gets treated as a whole instead of a set of independent facial parts [2] -template-based algorithms seem more robust to occlusions and to pose variations than feature-based methods. Indeed in the latter, the false detection of an important facial feature can lead to a false rejection of the client, whereas in templatebased approaches the importance of each facial feature is distributed over the whole template, and a local discrepancy does not necessarily lead to a false rejection.
Compensation for viewpoint variations is usually handled with deformable models. True deformable approaches are indeed reponed to perform better than rigid ones when faces are slightly turned away from the camera [3]. In this case, most of the pans of the head still project the same patterns with slightly different configuration properties. For larger rotations however (mainly out-of-plane rotations), the projection of faEial parts produces completely different patterns, which can no longer be handled by simple deformations. This is especially true for salient facial features such as the nose.
Besides, some methods rely on general pattern extraction techniques -i.e. used in diverse pattern recognition problems -while other rely on problem specific techniques that are learned from a training data set. The impact of one category over the other on the performance is not clear. However it can be assumed that the efficiency of generalizing the trained patterns to a new data set is strongly dependent on the quality of this set.,Thus, in the case of small training sets, untuned features are preferable.
The now famous work of Turk and Pentland [4] on Eigenfaces is based on an earlier work by Kirby and Sirovich [ 5 ] , who used the Karhunen-Lohe (KL) transform 10 characterize human faces. The baseline KL transform is clearly problem-tuned and does not allow deformations unless they are already present in the training set. A solution to viewpoint dependence is the removal of shape information prior to the eigenface calculation by using several control points linked to fiducial landmarks in order to warp the image to a standard face [6] . Although it efficiently handles viewpoint variations, this solution suffers from two major drawbacks: the warping requires a costly interpolation, and the method falls back into the feature-based categoty due to the use of fiducial landmarks.
Lades This method is so fulfilling all the requirements for: mobile applications, since it is holistic, untuned, and it is able to handle deformations intrinsically. Its robustness to lighting variations is however dependent on the quality of the features used as local templates. A-trade-off between efficiency and computational complexity needs to be found, as it will he shown in the next section.
Iv. GABOR VS. MORPHOLOGICAL FEATURES
Information used at each node of the gtaph may be extracted from the image by various pattern analysis techniques such as local statistics of a region, edgeicontour extraction, moments, transform features, texture or shape. Lades used Gabor filters due to their similarity with cortical cells [9] and to their extended use in texture analysis. Kotropoulos, Tefas and Pitas [IO] alternatively used mathematical morphology as a shape extraction tool for its substantially lower computational complexity. These two approaches are compared below jointly to the introduction of modified morphological features that are shown to perform almost as well as Gabor features, at a significantly reduced calculation cost.
A. Gaborfilterbanks
Basically, a Gabor filter is specified by a sinusoidal plane wave of given frequency and orientation, modulated by a gaussian envelope. Gabor filters are particularly attractive for time-frequency signal analysis, because they present an interesting compromise between spatial (or time) and frequency extension. Although many authors agree on the fact that Gabor filters indeed perform admirably for image analysi!:, they do not all agree on the form to use, and on how the resulting images should be handled. A special kind of complex Gabor filter is obtained when the major axis of the gaussian has the same orientation as the sine plane wave: propose to filter the magnitude of the image with the real version of the Gabor filter. However it can be observed that the imaginary part of the filter actually corresponds to the Hilbert transform of the real pan, and the magnitude of the complex response furnishes the instantaneous envelope of the filtered signal, whereas the magnitude of the cosine filtered image provides a rectified signal that is only a weak approximation of the envelope. Consequently, although requiring only half of the filtering operations, the latter solution would need extra smoothing. A negative impact on the convergence of the matching algorithm might be observed when using undulating responses.
In this paper, 18 complex filters corresponding to 6 orientations and 3 frequency bands were used similarly to the configuration described by Duc [ 131.
B. Morpho/ogical,featurs
Mathematical morphology is a technique widely used for various purposes in image processing: segmentation, shape analysis, filtering, and texture analysis [14]. Two basic operations called erosion and dilation are used to elaborate many other morphological operations (e.g. opening, closing). Given an object X and a structuring element B, both specified in binary form, the erosion EB and dilation DB are defined as: {xl(B, c X ) } , D , ( x ) = (xl(B, X ) # 0 ) (3) where B, denotes the structuring clemcnt translated at position x . This means that the erodcd image is formed of all the points x such that B,v is included in X. Similarly the dilation is composed of all the points x such that B, intersects X.
These operations can be extended to grayscale images. An interesting special case occurs when using a flat, i.e. binary, structuring element to dilate and erode a grayscale image I : E c ( x ) = min ( I ( x + z ) , z E G, ( * + = ) E I )
where G is the suppon of the grayscale structuring element (SE). This operation thus simply consists in finding the maximudminimum on the support of the SE. A set of nine multiscale flat discs is used here for the structuring elements:
where U is the radius of the n-th multiscale SE and is ranging from 1 to 9 pixels. The use of multiscale flat SEs further allows optimizing the computations by reusing results calculated at the previous level, which is entirely included in the new one. These features are thus well suited for parallel hardware implementations [I 51 . These morphological features are extracted at evely pixel ( x , y ) , and grouped into a feature vector J similarly to the Gabor features:
... ; D , ( x , u ) ; I ( x , y ) ; where 0, and E, ( n = I, ..., 9 ) denote the dilation and erosion operations, respectively, applied on grayscale images with a structuring element of size n . 1, l l =11<0.
1 0, otherwise (6) E, (~,Y) ; ... ; E,(x,y)I Compared to Gabor filtered images, the ones obtained by mathematical molphology are strongly illumination depen dent due to the non-removal of the DC component. Thus normalization needs to be applied either to the original image or to the morphological features to establish a new set of illumination invariant features. Applying a model-independent normalization on the original image, e.g. by considering a local neighborhood of N x N pixels, and applying normalization based on statistics of this area, implies the use of more data ( N ' ) than when performing the normalization using the statistics of the dilated and eroded values at a single point. Indeed these values account for an equivalent size of windows (typically N = 19) but with a reduced set of values.
A first normalization specified by (7) was obtained by dividing each morphological value by the average of the 19 values. Another possibility described in (8) consists in dividing each value by the two extremes leading to only 17 normalized values.
" 1 1
J : ( x > v ) = (J"(X.Y) -J , , ( x , v ) ) / ( J , ( x . v ) -J , , ( X , Y ) ) (8)
Examples of images obtained with Gabor filters, baseline dilation and erosion, and with normalized morphology are shown in Figure 2 for two different images.
V. RESULTS
Technology evaluation [I71 was performed on the XM2VTS face database using the Lausanne protocol configuration II [IX] . Out of the 4 training samples available, only the first one was used to build a reference template. The 25x8 impostor evaluation samples were used for a-priori normalization of both genuine and impostor distances using the z-norm technique [19] .
As depicted in Figure 3 , the results show that the normalized morphological features perform better than the original morphological features, even though the XMZVTS database does not exhibit large illumination variations! This can be understood by the fact that even if no gradients are present, the average illumination is still slightly varying from image to image. In addition, it is observed that the normalization performed in (8) seems to be more effective than the one specified in (7).
Gabor features outperform morphological features with an equal-error-rate (EER) slightly above 6% (7.5% for the best normalized morphology features). For false-acceptance-rate (FAR) below 2% however, the false-rejection-rate (FRR) is almost identical for both implementations. The difficulty of reaching low levels of FRR with normalized morphological features can be explained by the convergence of the iterative matching algorithm, which is less smooth than for Gabor features. Morphological features are however very efficient in discriminating faces, but they require a more robust matching approach. The normalized morphology features were especially designed for robust matching under varying illumination conditions regarding color and intensity. Because the XM2VTS database does not allow testing this robustness dikctly, scenario tests were performed by enrolling a volunteer and testing himher under ' different lighting conditions. Only qualitative results were obtained showing interesting performance when changing the light direction and the type of illuminant (e.g. sun, artificial light).
It can be assumed that features need to be extracted on the whole image, since the scanning operation carried out during rigid matching [7] will reach a large number of pixels. Consequently, the Gabor filtering is efficiently processed in the frequency domain. According to the configuration used, this involves the computation of 18 complex FFTs, 18 pixelby-pixel complex multiplications, and I8 complex inverse FFTs. The magnitude calculation also needs a subsequent post-processing. In comparison, the morphological feature:; require only 361 maxima and minima calculations per pixel using the struchlring elements previously described. The normalization can be done as a post-processing operatiori requiring only 17 divisions per image position.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the Elastic Graph Matching technique was first identified as an efficient candidate for face verification on mobile applications. Additionally, improving the feature extraction robustness was shown to be necessary while main.. taining a low-complexity level due to the reduced computational power available on the mobile device.
Two types of feature extraction techniques were compared, and a novel technique based on mathematical morphology was shown to perform better than the standard approach. Moreover the best normalized morphological features achieved performances close to those obtained with Gabor features, although the complexity of the former is much lower.
The techniques presented in this paper could be extended to other kinds of modalities requiring low-complexity. These encompass face-based applications such as audio-visual speech recognition that might directly benefit from these
